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HEEDING BIBLE PROPHECY  

 

UNDERSTANDING SATAN'S PLAN  

To Counterfeit the Second Coming of Christ & the Restoration of All Things  

  

ENVIRONMENT 
   

N.B. Each topic is titled with a familiar Bible term. The parenthesis ( ) which follows identifies either the 

actual or a counterfeit fulfillment of prophecy through the agency of the secret societies. Please see 

Introduction for protocols of this prophecy study. 

 

7. NEW WATER  

 

A. No Sea/Islands   (Tidal Waves/Hurricanes)  

B. Water of Life   (Sacred Lakes/Rivers)  

C. River of Life  (Temple Mount Flood) 

   

 

  

7. NEW WATER  
   

7-A. NO SEA / ISLANDS (Tidal Waves/Hurricanes) 

 

PREMISE 

 

 God will destroy the sea during the Great Tribulation Period; God will destroy the sea again at the end of the 

Millennium.  

 Satan will misrepresent the destruction of the sea during the Great Tribulation as being the end of the Millennium.  

 

God's Plan 
Pre-Flood 

Era    

Old 

Testament    
Church Age (Last Days) Tribulation 

Great 

Tribulation 
Millennium 

New Heavens & New 

Earth 

Satan's 

Counterfeit  

Pre-Flood 

Era 
Old Testament 

Church 

Age 
 Tribulation    

Great 

Tribulation 
Golden Age  New Heavens & New Earth 

 

PROGRAM OF GOD 
 

Tribulation / First 3.5 Years: God will turn 1/3 of the sea into blood.  

Great Tribulation: All of the seas will become as blood and all sea life will die.  

Millennium: God will heal the sea.  

New Heavens & New Earth: God will remove the sea.  

 

PROGRAM OF SATANIC DUPLICATION 
 

Old Testament Period: King Solomon had a navy at sea with the navy of Hiram, King of Tyre.  

Church Age: The military has the capability of creating earthquakes in the ocean that cause tidal waves.  

Tribulation: The tidal waves will be attributed to the planetary alignment and shifting of the earth's crust. 

 

PROPHETIC DISPENSATIONS 

 

    PROGRAM OF GOD 

 

TRIBULATION / FIRST 3.5.YEARS 

 

 God will turn 1/3 of the sea into blood.  
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http://watch-unto-prayer.org/new-water.html#7.C
http://watch-unto-prayer.org/new-water.html#7.A.GOD.TRIB
http://watch-unto-prayer.org/new-water.html#7.A.GOD.GREAT
http://watch-unto-prayer.org/new-water.html#7.A.GOD.MILL
http://watch-unto-prayer.org/new-water.html#7.A.GOD.NEW
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And the second angel sounded, and as it were a great mountain burning with fire was cast into the sea: 

and the third part of the sea became blood; and the third part of the creatures which were in the sea, and 

had life, died; and the third part of the ships were destroyed - Rev. 8:8-9  

 

GREAT TRIBULATION 

 

 All of the seas will become as blood and all sea life will die.  
 

And the second angel poured out his VIAL upon the sea; and it became as the blood of a dead man: and 

every living soul died in the sea. - Rev.16:3  

 

MILLENNIUM 

 

 God will heal the sea.  
 

And it shall be in that day, that living waters shall go out from Jerusalem; half of them toward the former sea, and 

half of them toward the hinder sea; in summer and in winter shall it be. - Zech.14:8  

 

NEW HEAVENS & NEW EARTH 

 

 God will remove the sea.  
 

And I saw a new heaven and a new earth: For the first heaven and the first earth were passed away; and 

there was no more sea - Rev.21:1  

 

    PROGRAM OF SATAN  

 

OLD TESTAMENT PERIOD 

 

King Solomon had a navy at sea with the navy of Hiram, King of Tyre. 
 

For the king had at sea a navy of Tharshish with the navy of Hiram: once in three years came the navy of 

Tharshish, bringing gold, and silver, ivory, and apes, and peacocks. - I Kings 10:22  

 

        CHURCH AGE  
 

 The military has the capability of creating earthquakes in the ocean that cause tidal waves.  
 

"...the draft treaty presented to the August, 1975 Geneva Conference on International Disarmament by 

delegates from ...USA and USSR contained the ban of...causing earthquakes and tidal waves; ... guiding 

hurricanes or cyclones to strategic targets." - 65:47  

 

"The military has had about 20 years to work on weather warfare methods, which it euphemistically calls 

'weather modification.' For example, rainmaking technology was taken for a few test rides in Vietnam. 

The U.S. Department of Defense sampled lightning & hurricane manipulation studies in Project Skyfire 

& Project Stormfury." - 22 

  

        TRIBULATION 

 

 The occult will create tidal waves which cause the sea to roar, and the islands and mountains to be 

removed.  
 

http://watch-unto-prayer.org/new-military.html#13.E
http://watch-unto-prayer.org/new-earth.html#6.E
http://watch-unto-prayer.org/notes.html#r65
http://watch-unto-prayer.org/new-military.html#13
http://watch-unto-prayer.org/notes.html#r22
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And there shall be signs in the sun, and in the moon, and in the stars; and upon the earth distress of 

nations, with perplexity; the sea and the waves roaring, - Luke 2l:25  

 

And the heaven departed as a scroll when it is rolled together; and every mountain and island were moved 

out of their places. - Rev. 6:14  

 

And there were voices, and thunders, and lightnings; and there was a great earthquake, such as was not 

since men were upon the earth, so mighty an earthquake, and so great... And every island fled away, and 

the mountains were not found. - Rev. 16:18, 20 

 

"Graham Hancock has suggested in his book Fingerprints of the Gods, that an unusual planetary 

alignment at the end of the Great Cycle will cause a gravitational effect on the crust of the Earth, which is 

top-heavy with polar ice. The crust will slip, wiping out most of the life on Earth as a result of colossal 

tidal waves. However, this planetary alignment is due on 24 December 2011, which is the date given by 

Frank Waters in Mexico Mystique as the end of the Great Cycle. Since the end-point has now been 

confirmed as 21 December 2012, if we are due for crustal displacement, this alignment will probably 

NOT be the trigger." - 460 

 

        GREAT TRIBULATION / GOLDEN AGE  

 

PERSONAL APPLICATION 
 

God is our refuge and strength, a very present help in trouble. Therefore will not we fear, though the earth 

be removed, and though the mountains be carried into the midst of the sea; Though the waters thereof roar 

and be troubled, though the mountains shake with the swelling thereof. Selah. There is a river, the streams 

whereof shall make glad the city of God, the holy place of the tabernacles of the most High. God is in the 

midst of her; she shall not be moved: God shall help her, and that right early. - Psalm 46:1-5  

 

For the mountains shall depart, and the hills be removed; but my kindness shall not depart from thee, 

neither shall the covenant of my peace be removed, saith the LORD that hath mercy on thee. Isaiah 54:10 

 

 

7-B. WATER OF LIFE (Sacred Lakes/Rivers) 

 

PREMISE 

 

 God will contaminate 1/3 of the fresh water in the first half of the Tribulation; God will contaminate all fresh 

water in the Great Tribulation.  

 Satan will misrepresent God's judgment during the first half of the Tribulation Period as being the Great 

Tribulation judgment on sacred sites.  

 

God's Plan 
Pre-Flood 

Era    

Old 

Testament    
Church Age (Last Days) Tribulation 

Great 

Tribulation 
Millennium 

New Heavens & New 

Earth 

Satan's 

Counterfeit  

Pre-Flood 

Era 
Old Testament 

Church 

Age 
 Tribulation    

Great 

Tribulation 
Golden Age  New Heavens & New Earth 

 

PROGRAM OF GOD 
 

Tribulation: The two witnesses are empowered to turn water into blood.  

Great Tribulation: All fresh water becomes blood. 

Millennium: God heals/purifies the fresh water.  

New Heavens & New Earth: There will be pure water in the New Jerusalem. 

 

PROGRAM OF SATANIC DUPLICATION 
 

http://watch-unto-prayer.org/notes.html#r460
http://watch-unto-prayer.org/new-water.html#7.B.GOD.TRIB
http://watch-unto-prayer.org/new-water.html#7.B.GOD.GREAT
http://watch-unto-prayer.org/new-water.html#7.B.GOD.MILL
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Old Testament Period: King Solomon made pools of fresh water in his gardens.  

Church Age: Transnational corporations owned by the secret societies are buying up and contaminating 

the world's fresh water supplies.  

Tribulation: The corporations will sell the world's water to the highest bidders.  

Great Tribulation: There will be wars over water shortages. 

 

PROPHETIC DISPENSATIONS 

 

    PROGRAM OF GOD 

 

TRIBULATION / FIRST 3.5 YEARS 

 

 The two witnesses are empowered to turn water into blood.  
 

And I will give power unto My two witnesses and they shall have power over waters to turn them to 

blood... - Rev.11:3-6  

 

And the third angel sounded, and there fell a great star from heaven, burning as it were a lamp, and it fell 

upon the third part of the rivers, and upon the fountains of waters; And the name of the star is called 

Wormwood; and the third part of the waters became wormwood; and many men died of the waters, 

because they were made bitter. - Rev.8:10-11  

 

GREAT TRIBULATION 

 

 God will turn fresh water into blood because of the occult use of fresh water sites as sacred sites and rites of 

vampirism.  
 

And the third angel poured out his VIAL upon the rivers and fountains of waters; and they became blood.. 

For they have shed the blood of saints and prophets, and you have given them blood to drink; for they are 

worthy. - Rev. 16:4, 6  

 

(See: Vampirism / Human Sacrifice 20.H )  

 

MILLENNIUM 

 

 God heals/purifies the fresh water.  
 

They shall not hunger nor thirst... - Is.49:10  

 

And it shall come to pass in that day, that the mountains shall drop down new wine, and the hills shall 

flow with milk, and all the rivers of Judah shall flow with water, and a fountain shall come forth of the 

House of the Lord, and shall water the valley of Shittim. - Joel 3:18  

 

NEW HEAVENS & NEW EARTH 

 

 There will be pure water in the New Jerusalem.  
 

And he shewed me a pure river of water of life, clear as crystal, proceeding out of the throne of God and 

of the Lamb, - Rev.22:1  

 

    PROGRAM OF SATAN  
   

OLD TESTAMENT PERIOD 

 

http://watch-unto-prayer.org/new-water.html#7.B.OT
http://watch-unto-prayer.org/new-water.html#7.B.CHURCH
http://watch-unto-prayer.org/new-water.html#7.B.TRIB
http://watch-unto-prayer.org/new-water.html#7.B.GREAT
http://watch-unto-prayer.org/new-life.html#20.H
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 King Solomon made pools of fresh water in his gardens.  
 

I made me pools of water, to water therewith the wood that bringeth forth trees: - Eccl. 2:6 

 

        CHURCH AGE  
 

 Transnational corporations are buying the world's fresh water supplies.  
 

"Then I watched these international corporations that own the central banks grabbing up all the water 

supplies worldwide, trying to make farmers put meters on their wells, and in very temperate areas, lots of 

water with aquifers brimming. And we see this consolidation; this really is fascism. They socialize the 

wealth and transfer it through a wealth pipeline, no pun intended, to themselves... You know who’s one of 

their big buddies is Jeb Bush out of Florida. He was behind the scenes to turn over to a company named 

Azurix, the fresh water that comes out of the Everglades. Which right now, anyone from any of these 

cities can take the fresh water from the Everglades without cost to consumers. At the moment, the water is 

being contaminated by sugar plantations – big, big contributors to the Bush family and, by the way, to the 

Democratic Party. They are the biggest contributors to both parties in Florida. Isn’t that interesting? And 

those guys who are destroying the water of the Everglades, rather than being told to clean up their act, 

which would cost them about $800 million. Instead, this company Azurix said, we'll you give us the 

water, we’ll clean it up, as long as you let us resell it. Azurix was until a couple of months ago, a 100% 

owned subsidiary of Enron.  

"...As if they own water that was already there. Meanwhile they are forcing the families and the 

neighborhoods out, saying they are going to flood their land and using the phony environmental 

movement to clean them off the land so they can own it, when they are the ones actually hurting the 

environment. It’s just so classic.  

"...I’m concerned because I saw this happen in Britain where the water was privatized and the water 

bills went up 250%. Enron took over a big company called Essex Water. It got to the point where you 

could get arrested in Britain for watering your lawn during certain weeks.  

"...They call it privatization but it’s not. It’s like Hitler saying, 'all right Herman Goerring, we’re going 

to privatize this factory. You own it now.' I mean that’s all their doing. This is not free market." - 650 

 

Maurice Strong, head of American Water Development Inc. and chairman & CEO of Ontario Hydro. - 

68:6  

  

"At 31, [Maurice Strong] became the President of Power Corporation of Canada. He headed both Petro 

Canada and Hydro Canada, and made a few deals on the side as well, one of which was the acquisition in 

1978 of the Colorado Land & Cattle Company which owned 200,000 acres of San Luis Valley in 

Colorado -- from Saudi arms dealer Adnan Khashoggi. 

"The ranch, called Baca, sat on the continent's largest fresh water aquifer. Strong intended to pipe the 

water to the desert southwest, but environmental organizations protested and the plan was abandoned. 

Strong ended up with a $1.2 million settlement from the water company, an annual grant of $100,000 

from Laurance Rockefeller, and still retained the rights to the water." - 701 

 

"Ontario Hydro teams up with Quebec Hydro & Power Corp. of Canada (Paul Desmarais) and lawyer 

Brian Mulroney to form Asia Power Corp to develop China's energy potential." - 75 

 

 Multinational corporations are contaminating the world's water supplies.  
 

"In the coming decades, humanity will face one of the most devastating of all environmental crises - 

the depletion of the Earth's life-giving freshwater. As a consequence of unsustainable extraction rates, 

river systems and aquifers around the globe are literally drying up. Coupled with abusive land use 

practices, such as deforestation and industrial agriculture, and the increasing demands of water-intensive 

industries, especially high-tech manufacturing, freshwater is being depleted and contaminated at rates 

greater than nature can replenish. The frightening onslaught of the freshwater crisis is being accelerated 

http://watch-unto-prayer.org/new-business.html#1.B
http://watch-unto-prayer.org/new-business.html#1.A
http://watch-unto-prayer.org/new-business.html#1.C
http://watch-unto-prayer.org/new-business.html#1.C
http://watch-unto-prayer.org/notes.html#r650
http://watch-unto-prayer.org/new-money.html#strong
http://watch-unto-prayer.org/notes.html#r68
http://watch-unto-prayer.org/notes.html#r701
http://watch-unto-prayer.org/notes.html#r75
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by rapid population growth. In particular, the emergence of an urban middle class in developing nations 

whose water demands greatly exceed that of their poorer rural counterparts, is helping to accelerate the 

crisis. As a result, the demand for freshwater is increasing at twice the rate of population growth.  

    "Meanwhile, multinational corporations, aided by irresponsible or corrupt governments and sanctioned 

by the free trade policies of the World Trade Organization and the World Bank, are taking control of once 

publicly-owned water supplies for a singular purpose - profit. In the name of the free market, these 

unscrupulous institutions, and those who run them, rally behind the principle that all resources on the 

planet, including genetic material, forests, soil, air, and water, are commodities." - 758 

 

o Chlorinated water is a serious health hazard. 
 

"The long-term health and environmental effects of the estimated 70,000 different 

synthetic chemicals currently in use are largely unknown and untested. About 1,000 new 

chemicals enter the market every year. Many of these are toxic, are spread globally and 

concentrate in the food chain, ending up on our dinner plates. In particular, the group of 

chlorine-based chemicals are known to damage the immune and reproductive system in 

animals and humans, and pose major risks to developing foetuses. An urgent commitment 

is necessary to move towards a global system of 'clean production', within a generation. 

As a first step, governments should conclude by 2000 at the latest, a legally binding 

international treaty banning persistent organic pollutants (POPs)." - 760 

 

        TRIBULATION / FIRST 3.5 YEARS 

 

 Corporations will sell fresh water to the highest bidders.  
 

"As the water crisis intensifies, governments around the world — under pressure from multinational 

corporations — are advocating a radical solution: the commodification and mass transport of water. 

Proponents of commodification, and subsequent privatization, say that such a system is the only way to 

distribute water to the world's thirsty. But, in fact, experience shows that selling water on the open market 

does not address the needs of poor, thirsty people. On the contrary, privatized water is delivered to those 

who can pay for it, such as wealthy cities and individuals and water intensive industries such as 

agriculture and high-tech. As one resident of the high desert in New Mexico observed after his 

community's water was diverted for use by the high-tech industry: 'Water flows uphill to money.'  

"The push to commodify water comes at a time when the social, political and economic impacts of 

water scarcity are rapidly becoming a destabilizing force, with water-related conflicts springing up around 

the globe. For example, Malaysia, which supplies about half of Singapore's water, threatened to cut off 

that supply in 1997 after Singapore criticized its government policies. In Africa, relations between 

Botswana and Namibia have been severely strained by Namibian plans to construct a pipeline to divert 

water from the shared Okavango River to eastern Namibia. Much has been written about the potential for 

water wars in the Middle East, where water resources are severely limited. The late King Hussein of 

Jordan once said the only thing he would go to war with Israel over was water because Israel controls 

Jordan's water supply.  

"Meanwhile, the future of one of the earth's most vital resources is being determined by those who 

profit from its overuse and abuse. At the annual World Economic Development Congress, which follows 

the annual International Monetary Fund/World Bank meeting, corporations and financial institutions met 

with government representatives from more than 84 countries to attend panels on such subjects as 

'Overcoming Obstacles to Water Investment' and 'Navigating Transparency and Banking Regulation in 

Emerging Capital Markets.' The agenda was clear: water should be treated like any other tradable good, 

with its use determined by market principles.  

"At the same time, governments are signing away their control over domestic water supplies by 

participating in trade treaties such as the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and 

institutions such as the World Trade Organization (WTO). These agreements effectively give 

transnational corporations the unprecedented right to the water of signatory countries.  

http://watch-unto-prayer.org/notes.html#r759
http://watch-unto-prayer.org/notes.html#r760
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"Already, corporations have started to sue governments in order to gain access to domestic water 

sources. For example, Sun Belt, a California company, is suing the government of Canada under NAFTA 

because British Columbia (B.C.) banned water exports several years ago. The company claims that B.C.'s 

law violates several NAFTA-based investor rights and therefore is claiming US$220 million in 

compensation for lost profits.  

"With the protection of these international trade agreements, companies are setting their sights on the 

mass transport of bulk water by diversion and by super tanker. Several companies are developing 

technology whereby large quantities of fresh water would be loaded into huge sealed bags and towed 

across the ocean for sale.  

"The U.S. Global Water Corporation, a Canadian company, is one of those seeking to be a major 

player in the water trade. It has signed an agreement with Sitka, Alaska, to export 18 billion gallons per 

year of glacier water to China where it will be bottled in one of that country's "free trade" zones to take 

advantage of cheap labor. The company brochure entices investors "to harvest the accelerating 

opportunity...as traditional sources of water around the world become progressively depleted and 

degraded."  

"Selling water to the highest bidder will only exacerbate the worst impacts of the world water crisis." 

(Maude Barlow, International Forum on Globalization, Chair, Committee on the Globalization of Water) - 

759 

  

"...in the Russian Bible, Chernobyl is the Russian word for 'wormwood', the name of the star that fell to 

earth and poisoned the waters in the Book of Revelation." - 42:44 

  

        GREAT TRIBULATION / GOLDEN AGE 

 

 Water will be in short supply, causing wars over shortages.  
 

"The wars of the next century will be about water." (The World Bank) - 759 

 

PERSONAL APPLICATION 
   

 

7-C.  RIVER OF LIFE (Temple Mount Flood) 

 

PREMISE 

 

 At the beginning of the Millennium, God will send a river of life from the Millennial Temple to help His people.  

 At the beginning of the Golden Age, Satan will send a river of death from Solomon's Temple to destroy God's 

people.  

 

God's Plan 
 Pre-Flood 

Era    

Old 

Testament    
Church Age (Last Days) Tribulation 

Great 

Tribulation 
Millennium 

New Heavens & New 

Earth 

Satan's 

Counterfeit  
Pre-Flood Era Old Testament 

Church 

Age 
 Tribulation    

Great 

Tribulation 
Golden Age  New Heavens & New Earth 

 

PROGRAM OF GOD 
 

The Millennium: Living waters will issue from the Millennial Temple to heal the Dead Sea area and the 

Jordan Valley. 

 

PROGRAM OF SATANIC DUPLICATION 
 

Pre-Flood Era: The Jordan Valley and the Dead Sea were a great lake called Lisan.  

Old Testament Period: The Essenes chose to occupy the Qumran site based on God's prophecy in Ezekiel 

47.  

http://watch-unto-prayer.org/notes.html#r759
http://watch-unto-prayer.org/notes.html#r42
http://watch-unto-prayer.org/notes.html#r759
http://watch-unto-prayer.org/new-water.html#7.C.GOD.MILL
http://watch-unto-prayer.org/new-water.html#7.C.PREFLOOD
http://watch-unto-prayer.org/new-water.html#7.C.OT
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Great Tribulation: When the Jews flee from Jerusalem, Satan will attempt to destroy them with a flood 

which flows from the Temple Mount down to the Dead Sea and the Jordan Valley.  The floodwaters will 

be swallowed by an earthquake along the Jordan Rift. 

 

PROPHETIC DISPENSATIONS 

 

    PROGRAM OF GOD  

 

THE MILLENNIUM 

 

 Living waters will issue from the Millennial Temple to heal the Dead Sea area and the Jordan Valley.  
 

Afterward he brought me again unto the door of the house; and, behold, waters issued out from under the 

threshold of the house eastward: for the forefront of the house stood toward the east, and the waters came 

down from under from the right side of the house, at the south side of the altar... and it was a river that I 

could not pass over: for the waters were risen, waters to swim in, a river that could not be passed over... 

Then said he unto me, These waters issue out toward the east country, and go down into the desert, and go 

into the sea: which being brought forth into the sea, the waters shall be healed. And it shall come to pass, 

that every thing that liveth, which moveth, whithersoever the rivers shall come, shall live: and there shall 

be a very great multitude of fish, because these waters shall come thither: for they shall be healed; and 

every thing shall live whither the river cometh. - Ezek. 47:1,5,8,9 

 

And it shall be in that day, that living waters shall go out from Jerusalem; half of them toward the former 

sea, and half of them toward the hinder sea; in summer and in winter shall it be. - Zech.14:8  

 

    PROGRAM OF SATAN  
   

        PRE-FLOOD ERA  

 

 The Jordan Valley and the Dead Sea were a great lake called Lisan.  
 

"The Jordan Valley, including the Dead Sea and the Araba, was a lake in prehistoric times...the Lisan." - 

590:62 

 

        OLD TESTAMENT PERIOD  
 

 The Essenes looked forward to a river coming from the Temple in Jerusalem to heal the Dead Sea.  
 

"The Religious Teacher [of the Essenes] had apparently supported the Maccabees until Jonathan 

appointed an illegitimate priest [not a descendant of Zadok], whereupon the withdrawal to the Qumran 

took place.  The site by the Wadi Qumran may have been chosen in anticipation of the transformation of 

the river that is to flow from the Temple to the Dead Sea, as promised in Ezekiel 47.  An earthquake 

apparently ruined the settlement in 31 B.C., but a rebuilding took place about the time of the birth of 

Jesus. The documents from this latter period depict the Romans as allied with the children of darkness, 

and it was Roman troops that destroyed the settlement in A.D. 68." - 234:258 

 

       GREAT TRIBULATION / GOLDEN AGE  
 

And the serpent cast out of his mouth water as a flood after the woman [Israel], that he might cause her to 

be carried away of the flood. And the earth helped the woman, and the earth opened her mouth, and 

swallowed up the flood which the dragon cast out of his mouth. - Rev.12:15-16  

 

And with the arms of a flood shall they be overflown from before him, and shall be broken; yea, also the 

prince of the covenant. - Dan 11:22 

http://watch-unto-prayer.org/new-water.html#7.C.GREAT
http://watch-unto-prayer.org/notes.html#r590
http://watch-unto-prayer.org/new-jerusalem.html#24.E
http://watch-unto-prayer.org/notes.html#r234
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 The river will be created when Satan/Saturn causes a rock to be removed at the Temple site.  
 

"The West Semitic deity Shalem or Shulman is the god whose name is perpetuated in that of the city of 

Jerusalem, 'the foundation of Shalem.' In the Assyrian vocabulary...he is identified with Ninurta, the 

Assyro-Babylonian deity manifested in the planet Saturn...just as Ninurta in Assyria and Babylonia was 

looked upon as the founder of a number of cities and El Kronos, the Saturn deity deity of the Canaanites, 

was deemed the founder of Byblos in Phoenicia...so too was the Saturn deity of Jerusalem [was] regarded 

as the city's founder. His city, particularly the sacred precinct within it, restrained the waters of chaos 

beneath, and was considered the center of the earth." - 95:820 

 

"A rock in the Holy of Holies of the Jerusalem temple (located in the space underneath the ALTAR for 

burnt offerings) was...thought of as the site of the Creation and the ideal midpoint of the world - and also 

as sealing in the subterranean waters of the 'Tehom', which, according to Talmudic tradition, came 

gushing forth whenever the omphalos was removed." - 100:246 

 

 This flood, which will be a recreation of Noah's flood in the occult return to a Golden Age, will coincide at 

mid-Tribulation with the New Heavens and New Earth.  
 

"All Eastern and Western traditions relate [Aquarius] to the symbolic flood which stands for the end of a formal 

universe..." - 48:15  

 

 God will cause an earthquake along the Jordan Rift which will swallow up the flood waters.  
 

"The country [of Palestine] was split in the middle by the Jordan Rift, which is a part of the c. 6500 km. 

long Syro-African rift that starts in Turkey in Antioch. The Rift continues with the Beqa and Orontes 

Valleys, the Jordan Valley, the Dead Sea...and ends in Lake Malawi in Africa... At times there has been 

intense earthquake activity along this rift. The Jordan Valley, including the Dead Sea and the Araba, was 

a lake in prehistoric times...the Lisan." - 590:62 

 

PERSONAL APPLICATION 
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